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ABSTRACT 
We attempt to generalize a well-known result on spectral variations of a Hermitian 
matrix due to Mirsky to the definite generalized eigenvalue problem. We also point 
out that some results on perturbations of definite pencils due to Stewart can be 
slightly improved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and C be two 12 x n Hermitian matrices, and let (or,. , a,, and 
Ye, be their eigenvalues arranged in ascending order, respectively. 
;ge ‘foilowing inequality due to Mirsky [9] . 1s well known: for any unitarily 
invariant norm 111 . ((I (see definition below) 
)(I aag( q - Y1, . , a, - x) III G Ill A - C Ill. (1.1) 
Definite pencils are an important class of matrix pencils, and it is now well 
accepted that definite pencils in the generalized eigenvalue problem play 
much the same role as is played by Hermitian matrices in the standard 
eigenvalue problem. In fact, research done by several mathematicians (see, 
e.g., [3, 8, 10, 12, 131) h s ows that the two problems behave similarly in many 
aspects. Many well-known perturbation bounds have been generalized to 
definite pencils. Unfortunately, this is not the case for (1.1) except for the 
spectral norm and Frobenius norm (see [B], Stewart [lo], Sun [12, 13]), 
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though (1.1) is a very important bound. Is a generalization of (1.1) for all 
unitarily invariant norms possible or not, and if it is possible, what is it? It is 
the purpose of this paper to give an answer to this question. 
Throughout the paper, capital letters are for matrices, lowercase Latin 
letters for column vectors or scalars, and lowercase Greek letters for scalars; 
we use @‘Ix” for the set of m X n complex matrices, Zn c C” x ” for the set 
of n X n unitary matrices, @‘I’ = @“lx ‘, Cc = @‘, and [w for the real number 
set. The symbol 1”‘) stands for the n X n unit matrix. We sometimes just 
write I for convenience when no confusion arises. AT, A”, and A+ denote 
the transpose, conjugate transpose, and Moore-Penrose inverse of A, respec- 
tively. We denote by I( AlIz the spectral norm of Adef(ajj) E @“lx”, and by 
)(I Al)1 its unitarily invariant norms. To say that the norm 111 . I[( is unitarily 
inoariant on 6ZfnX n means it satisfies, besides the usual properties of any 
norm, also 
(1) 11) UAV 111 = 111 AllI for any U E Z,,,, and V E %,,, 
(2) 111 AlI] = (( AlI2 for any A E cmXn with rank A = 1. 
(1. ((2 is one of the most frequently used unitarily invariant norms. For any 
unitarily invariant norm, we have (see [ll, p. SO]) 
III CD III ,< 
IlClle Ill D Ill 
Ill C Ill lIDlIz 
forany C E UZ’rnXn and D E C”“, (1.2) 
This inequality will be used extensively below. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Among all those for matrix pencils, the perturbation theory for definite 
pencils is most well-developed. Several mathematicians have contributed to it 
(see, e.g., [3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 131). Stewart [lo], Sun [12], and Li [8] proved a few 
Weyl-Lidskii-type theorems; Li [8] gave also two Hoffman-Wielandt-type 
theorems [6]; Sun [13] and Li [8] bt o ained some theorems of the Davis-Kahan 
sin 8 and sin 213 types [5]. However, as we mentioned above, no generaliza- 
tions of (1.1) for all of the unitarily invariant norms due to Mirsky [9] have 
been made yet. This section is devoted to that purpose. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [3, lo]. Let Hermitian matrices A, B E cnx”. Then 
A - hB is said to be a definite pencil of order n if 
c( A, B$zf r~E,L ]x”( A + \r-iB)xl > 0 
Ilxll2= 1
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c( A, B) is called the Crawford number of the definite pencil A - hB. 
Finally, D(n) d enotes the set of all definite pencils of order n. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A - AB E D(n). Then there is a nonsingular matrix 
Q E UZnx” such that 
QHAQ = diag( a,, . , CX,,)~~A,, 
Q”BQ = diag( Pi,. , /3,) %ff12,, 
(2.1) 
In Lemma 2.1, it is easily verified that oi, Pi E R, and by appropriate 
choice of Q we can make 1 ai/’ + ) piI = 1. The resulting lemma is well 
known, and a proof of it can be found in Stewart [lo]. 
LEMMA 2.2. In Lemma 2.1, if Ioil + I&l2 = 1 for i = 1,2,. , n, 
then 
In the sequel, A > 0 (A 2 0) means that A is a positive definite 
(semidefinite) Hermitian matrix, and A > B (A > B) means A - B > 0 
(A-B~O); AI/~ IS the positive semidefinite square root of a positive 
semidefinite matrix A, and A-Ii2 = (A”2)P’ = (A-‘)l” for a positive 
definite matrix A. 
2.1. The Case for B > 0 
Let A, B E cnx” be two Hermitian matrices, and B positive definite. 
Then A - A B E D(n). This subsection is devoted to the study of definite 
pencils of this kind. To this end, we cite two results concerning the perturba- 
tions of positive operators; in matrix versions, the two results are the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3 [14, 11. Let B and D he two positive definite Hermitian 
matrices. If B ‘I2 + D112 > ml > 0, then for any unitarily invariant norm 
III . III 
LEMMA 2.4 [7, 11. Let B and D be two positive &finite Hermitian 
matrices. For any Schatten p-norm I[( * 111 p (1 < p < +m), we have 
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The reader will find that Lemma 2.4 is not referred to hereafter. We cite 
it only to note that such a result exists. Yet along the lines described below, 
the reader can establish some estimates by using Lemma 2.4 instead of using 
Lemma 2.3. 
Thanks to Lemma 2.3, we can prove the following 
LEMMA 2.5. Let B and D be two positive definite Hermitian matrices. 
For any unitarily invariant norm, we have 
Proof. Since 
B < IJB(12Z 3 B-1’2 3 llBIl,““Z 
- B-l” + D-1’2 > ((lB11;“2 + l(D(1;“‘)Z, 
therefore 
Ill B- l/2 _ D-l/e 111 6 
as required. n 
Now, we are in a position to give and prove the main result of this 
subsection. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose A - h B E D(n) and C - AD E D(n) with 
B, D > 0, and A(A, B) = {(a,, pi), i = 1,2,. . , n) and MC, D) = 
KY,, Sj>,j = 1,2, . . , n), where cq, pi, yj, 4 E R, i, j = 1,2, . , n. Then 
there exists a permutation w of {1,2, . , n} such that for any unitarily 
invariant norm 111 * (11 
II(c%( p (al, PdT (Yw~lj > %,l,)), .’ -) P((% Pl)4YUYw(“P %nJ))lIl 
,< 
llB-‘l~211D-‘l~2(~lAl121~B-‘ll;‘2 + IICll211D-‘1k’“) 
II B1121’2 + llDlli1’2 
III B - Dltt 
+ llB-111~‘211D~‘ll~‘2 Ill A - C III. (2.3) 
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(Y,a) EA(C,D) e +(I)- ‘12CD- l/z), 
and B-‘/2AB-‘/2, D-1/2CD-1/2 both b eing Hermitian that there exists a 
permutation w of 11, 2, . . , n} such that for any unitarily invariant norm 
Ill * Ill 
< (I( B-1/2AB-‘/2-D-‘/2CD-1/2 (((, 
(2.4) 
The rest of our proof is to estimate the two sides of (2.4). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that CX~ + Pi2 = yjz + Sj” = 1; thus Pi, Sj < 1, 
and therefore 
This establishes 
- 
On the other hand, 
B-l/AB-l/z _ D-1/2CD-1/2 
= B-‘/2AB-‘/2 _ D-1/2AB-1/2 
+ D-‘/2AB-‘/2 _ D-1/2CB-1/2 + D-‘/2(--B-‘/2 
12.5) 
D-‘/2CD-1/2 
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= (B-l/z _ D-1/2) AB-l/2 + D-l/2( A _ C) B-1/2 
+ D-‘/q B-l/2 - D-w), 
which, together with Lemma 2.5, yields 
1)) B-l/2AB-‘/2 _ D-l/2CD-1/2 III 
< (I(AB-1'2(12 + llD-1'2Cll~) 111 B-1’2 - D-1’2 I)( 
+ 11D-1’2112 111 A - C 111 11B-1’2112 
~ IIB-111~llD-111~(~I~llzll~-111:‘2 + IIC11211D-‘ll:‘2) 
I( B((;1’2 + (1 D//i 1’2 
III B - D III 
+ llB-111;‘zllD-1~~~‘2 III A - C III. (2.6) 
In the above derivation, we have employed the fact IIB-~‘~II~ = lIB-‘llk’2 
and llDP1/2112 = \~D-1~~~‘2, since BP1 and D-l are both positive Hermitian. 
The inequality (2.3) is a consequence of (2.5) and (2.6). n 
2.2. General Case 
The core of our method to be used here is the idea of replacing the 
generalized eigenvalue problem for a general definite pencil by an equivalent 
problem of the kind we have just studied above. This idea is originally due to 
Crawford [3]. 
For a real number 4, let 
A, = Aces 4 - B sin $, 
(2.7) 
B, = Asin 4 + Bcos 4. 
LEMMA 2.6 [lo]. lf A - hB is a definite pencil, then there is a real 
number Q, such that B, is positive definite, and 
c( A, B) = ,&,( B+) dzfthe smallest eigenvalue of B,. 
Consider also another n X n definite pencil C - AD, and again for a real 
number 6, set 
C, = Ccos 4 - Dsin 4, 
(2.8) 
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LEMMA 2.7. Let A - AB,C - hDef(A + E) - A(B + F) E D(n). Zf 
c$ is as described in Lemma 2.6, then 
where 
(2.10) 
Proof. To prove the first > in (2.9), we only need to notice the 
following: 
C,+iD,=e’+(C + iD) a xHDSx<l.rH(CS+iDS)xI =(xH(C+iD)xj 
We now show that the second > in (2.9) is also true. For any x E @” with 
11x11~ = 1, we have 
D+ = B, + E sin 4 + F cos 4 
=) xHD4x = xHBp + xH(E, F) 
==, xHD+x > A,&$,)- 
2 
- A,,,,,( D+) z= A,,i,( B+) - ll(Ea F) lla 
as required. n 
REMARK 2.1. The inequality (2.9) p im roves a result due to Stewart [lo] 
for the perturbation of the Crawford number, which is 
c(C, D) > c( A, B) - dm. 
It is improved by (2.9) because 
tl(E, Q/I, = IIEEH + FFHll:” G dm. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose A - A B E D(n) and C - AD = (A + E) - 
A(B + F) E D(n); suppose h( A, B) = {(ai, Pi>, i = 1,2, . . . , n) and 
MC, D) = {(yj, 4>, j = 1, 2, . . . , n), where q, pi, r,, 6j E [w, i, j = 
1,2,. . , n; and suppose E is defined by (2.10). Zf E < 1, then there exists a 
permutation 0 of (1,2, . . , n) such that for any unitarily invariant norm 
III * Ill 
. (2.11) 
proof. Let + be as described in Lemma 2.6. Consider A, - AB, and 
C, - AD+. It follows from Lemma 2.7 and E < 1 that B,, D+ > 0. Since 
A(A+, B,+) = ((a+ir P4i)‘f( q cos $J - pi sin 4, (Yi sin 4 + pi Cos 4) i 
i = 1,2 ,..., n , 
> 
A(C+, 04) = ((Y,,, ‘+j)‘f( y, cos C/I - 6j sin 4, yj sin 4 + iYj cos 4)) 
j = 1,2 ,..., n , 
I 
andp((adi,~~i),(~~j~~~j))=P((~i~Pi),(~,~)),Theorem2.1~eldsthat 
there exists a permutation O.I of {1,2, . . , n}, SW that 
Ill B, - D+ Ill + llB;111;‘211D;111;‘2 111 A, - C, 111. (2.12) 
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To complete our proof, we now give an estimate of the right-hand side of 
(2.12). By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we see 
1 IIB;‘llz = &Gi’,(@$) = c(A,B)’ 
1 
11D;% = A,i’,(D4) G 
c(A, B)(l - E) 
Therefore 
11B~‘11211D~% 1 
llB~ll;1’2 + IID411~1’2 ’ [c( A, B)12(1 - E) 
1 
mhm + di& 
IIA411zllB~‘l~;‘2 + IlC&llD;111~‘2 
llB~111;‘211D~111~‘2 < -?-- ’ 
fi c(A,B)’ 
Substituting all the above estimates into (2.12), we get (2.11). W 
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REMARK 2.2. As pointed out in Remark 2.1, the inequality (2.9) slightly 
improves Stewart’s perturbation bound [lo] for the Crawford number. By the 
way, we would like to point out that all Stewart’s perturbation bounds in [lo] 
for generalized eigenvalues can also be improved slightly in the same way. 
Careful readers may notice that Stewart [lo] used the following inequality in 
several places: for all vectors x E Q=” with ]]x]]z = 1, 
( x~Ex)~ + ( x~Fx)~ 4J4izG-x. 
This inequality can be sharpened. In fact, we have 
d( xWEx)l + ( x~Fx)~ = ~2 ( X~EX cos $ + xHFr sin Q!J) 
E 
Consequently, all the results of [lo] containing d]lElli + llF\li remain valid 
if we replace dm by I]( E, F (1 2. The reader can also prove the 
following inequality without any difficulty (refer to Remark 2.1): 
3. CONCLUSION 
The inequality (1.1) is one of the most beautiful and important perturba- 
tion bounds in matrix perturbation theory. Whether there is a similar result 
for definite pencils, as a well-studied counterpart of Hermitian matrices, is a 
very natural question, and moreover to find out what it is and how to prove it 
must be of great significance in perturbation theory for matrix pencils. In this 
paper, we obtain Theorem 2.2, in this spirit, as a possible generalization. 
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However, we may feel that the inequality (2.11) is not beautiful as we 
expected. As a matter of fact, Stewart [IO] p roved (also implied by Sun [12]> 
that for 111 * ((I = (1. )12, the right-hand side can be improved as 
which, as we remarked in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2, can be improved even more 
to 
So we think someday a more beautiful inequality might be established by 
some other means, and we conjecture that (2.11) might be true with its 
right-hand side replaced by 
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